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NETWORKING
Design a DTM network simulator: this project will seek to deliver a
simulator for testing networks rather than having to use
hardware.
Ascertain the limits of performance for IEEE 802.11 WLANs: how
does theory compare with actual performance?
Reducing convergence time in BGP4 routing: look at techniques
such as Ghost-Flushing in big networks.
WCDMA scheduling algorithms: to improve the performance of
packet date services by controlling allocation amongst users.
Optimization of WDM optical networks: design and development
of networks for improved performance.
Wireless networks and energy efficient routing: a review of
techniques to reduce energy consumption within the network.
Development of a fast network for gaming: how to ensure that
fast servers are utilized for a large group of online players.
Desktop Manager for Networking: Java program to check that all
computers on the network are correctly updated and operating
correctly.
Load manager for the network: balancing multiple servers to act
as one without any single server being overloaded.
Setting up of the private cloud: using an Aneka 2.0 platform for
the implementation of a private cloud for a LAN to be accessed by
multiple users.

COMPUTER
NETWORK
SECURITY
Enhancing security for Ad-Hoc networks: while wireless networks
are quick and easy to set up we need to have more secure
methods of protecting them.
Review of security risks on commercially available cloud networks:
an investigation into the most commonly used services.
Biometric security a review: how easy is it to overcome some of
the methods being suggested for biometric security?
Best strategies for password creation: defining best practice for
passwords that are memorable and secure.
Ethical hacking: is there really such a thing as ethical hacking and
when and where should it be used?
Detection and prevention of website hacking: methods to alert a
website owner of when and how their site has been
compromised.
Theft prevention online: how to prevent the theft of intellectual
property such as text and images from a site.
Best practice for homeworkers: many of those working from home
need to securely attach to work networks, what is the best
practice for doing so?
Are firewalls worth it? Review of firewalls that are commonly used
and how secure they really are.
Secure device synchronization: reliable synchronization of files
between devices and prevention of attacks when doing so.

COMPUTER
NETWORK
RESEARCH
Improving AQM (Active Queue Management): a project to prevent
congestion within satellite networks.
Secure client-server communication in HTTPS: looking at
improving certificate management for PKI implementations.
TCP friendly protocols for mobile streaming: methods of better
sharing available bandwidth.
Development of a wireless system within a warehouse: full control
of the warehouse through a wireless based network.
Personal security alarm: mobile network-based system to alert
nominated people/services of a problem and your current or last
GPS location.
Congestion management of satellite-based systems: management
of data within satellite systems for carrying internet traffic.
Overcoming DNS flooding attacks: systems for preventing this
form of Denial of Service attack on a server.
Mobile payment systems: design of a secure and effective
payment system that can be trusted.
Improving TCP in EGPRS: methods for improving the link between
the internet and your mobile device.
Middleware technology analysis: performance analysis of some of
the most common objects used and recommendations as to the
most effective.

COMPUTER
NETWORK
ANALYSIS
Modelling and optimization of transmission networks: improving
communication through mathematical models.
Header compression Algorithm evaluation: a close look at the
effectiveness of ECRTP in real-time traffic.
MPLS networks and QOS routing efficiency: an evaluation of
different protocols and their effectiveness.
Review or internet architecture to identify resource hungry
systems: how can we better regulate how the resources we have
are utilized.
Review of Intrusion Detection Devices (IDSs): a review of their
effectiveness and possible future developments.
Security of cloud computing security: what systems provide us
with the best levels of security?
Using test data to develop a communication protocol model: a
creation of a test model for communication systems where there
is no correct model available.
Design of routing simulators: a method for reviewing and
analyzing network performance.
P2P search performance improvement with UIM: development of
protocols to speed up the search process.
Review of ICQ security: are there any weaknesses that can be
used by others to change your messaging history?

